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Abstract—Capital Markets are one of the most important
pillars of worldwide economy. They gather skilled finance and IT
professionals as well as economists in order to take the best
investment decisions and choose the most suitable funding
solutions every time. Data analytics projects in Capital Markets
can definitely be very beneficial as all optimizations and
innovations would have a financial impact, but can also be very
challenging as the field itself has always incorporated a research
component, thus finding out what could really be of an added
value might be a tricky task. Based on a comprehensive literature
review, this paper aims to structure the thoughts around data
analytics in investment banks, and puts forward a classification
of relevant data analytics use cases. Lastly, it also discusses how
transforming to a data-driven enterprise is the real change
investment banks should aim to achieve, and discusses some of
the challenges that they might encounter when engaging in this
transformation process.
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cases; data-driven transformation; investment banks

I.

INTRODUCTION

Capital markets are one of the most important and
complex fields in worldwide economy that involves multiple
stakeholders, among which investment banks are the main
actor. These later play the role of the mediator between
enterprises looking for funding and others willing to invest.
They advise their clients on the best approaches to collect
funds and manage their investments, thanks to a very thorough
understanding of the client profile, but also the ups and downs
of the markets and the economy.
Faced with troubled economic times, investment banks,
like all other financial actors, have been pushed, more than
ever, to rethink their products and services and improve their
quality by analyzing further all the available data on clients
and markets [1]. The interest towards data analytics comes
therefore naturally as this is where magic happens with the
data. Through the different types of analytics possible, the
algorithms and techniques developed, there is opportunity for
investment banks to improve their relationship with their
clients and enhance their overall revenues.
Nevertheless, starting data analytics projects can be a
challenging step as these are usually initiatives where the
output is not known from the beginning and the return on
investment not determined. Thus, it is important to do
thorough research beforehand to identify the types of analytics
that could be of interest to the organization, as well as find out
similar success stories in order to define the scope and get
inspired before starting the experimentation.

Research on data analytics in investment banks have
continuously focused on specific use cases’ implementations,
but the topic has never been addressed from a broader
perspective. For the financial services sector, no
comprehensive guides are available to help investment banks
in approaching data transformation from the beginning, by
identifying the problems they can resolve and the types of
analytics they can implement in order to choose use cases
from.
This paper aims therefore to provide a classification of
relevant data analytics use cases for investment banks,
and discusses the importance of engaging in a data-driven
transformation and some of the challenges that could be faced
in this process. The rest of this paper will be organized as
follows: Section II presents capital markets and investment
banks, Section III outlines the motivations behind adopting
data analytics in investment banks and Section IV proposes a
classification of the most relevant use cases that can be
deployed in this sector based on a review of the literature. In
the last section, a discussion is initiated about some of the
challenges that investment banks may encounter when
initiating the data-driven transformation, in order to provide
better guidelines for investment banks in this process.
II. INTRODUCTION TO CAPITAL MARKETS AND
INVESTMENT BANKS
Capital markets are markets where demand and supply for
funding based on different instruments are organized. These
instruments are grouped in different asset classes and quoted
in different markets [2].
The main objectives of Capital Markets are to secure
funding for national economy, structure liquidity and savings,
enable firm restructuring, mergers and acquisitions, cover
multiple kinds of risks and provide and represent the main
references for all asset values [3].
Out of all the activities performed in capital markets,
portfolio management is one of the most important ones. It
focuses on decision making with regards to investments for
individuals or institutions, taking into account the investment
policy, objectives, asset allocation, risk and performance [4].
The science behind it enables measuring performance, and
consequently making consistent improvements based on
continuous learning, controlling risk and ensuring consistency
and discipline throughout the process and the portfolio
lifecycle.
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In order for the different stakeholders in the Capital
Markets to decide on the strategies they will work with and
manage their portfolios appropriately, they also rely greatly on
different economic indicators which represent some of the
most important signals and raw data influencing the capital
markets’ activities. That is because it is these same indicators
that explain the motivation behind the need for funding,
investing or restructuring among others. These indicators
could be of the following three types: (1) Supply indicators,
(2) Demand indicators and (3) Inflation, Money and financial
indicators [5].
Modeling and predicting how changes in the values of
economic indicators impact the investment strategies adopted
and how the change in the prices of the different instruments
due to economic variations affect the value of the investment
portfolio and its risk vulnerability is how Capital Markets
function on a daily basis.
In capital markets, investment banks play a very important
role. In fact, they are the main intermediary between large
corporations or governments that need funding, and the
market investors. Based on the financial challenges of each,
investment banks advise their clients on the best approaches to
raise capital taking into account the current investment climate
as well as the client’s needs [6]. This also applies to mergers
and acquisitions’ scenarios where businesses are often looking
to restructure by purchasing their competitors.
As such, the main departments of an investment bank are
mainly [6]:
• Trading and Sales: the department in charge of
executing deals on behalf of the clients, but also the
one responsible of trading the bank’s own money on
the different financial instruments.
• Asset Management: referring to portfolio management
for large institutions, insurance companies or pension
funds.
• Wealth Management: the function of advising wealthy
families and individuals in ways to fulfill their
financial long-term objectives and needs by investing
in capital markets.
• Securities Services: the department responsible for all
services related to assets held or issued by the clients.
These services include custody, clearing, settlement
and fund administration among others.
• Research: the function of collecting all kinds of
information about the market and the different
corporations in order to generate recommendation
reports on some stock buy or sell.
• In addition to the risk management, internal controls,
accounting and IT functions among others.
Given their very diverse missions, investment banks’
departments often have opposite views on market trends, look
for different opportunities, offer various services to the same
clients, and thus collect distinct data inputs as well as analyze
and process them differently.

III. DATA ANALYTICS IN INVESTMENT BANKS
Analytics is a buzz word. It is used almost everywhere and
in very different contexts. There are even many research
papers which only aimed at finding the right definition to
analytics. One of the best descriptions one could find in the
literature regarding analytics is the one provided by CETIS
(the Center for Educational Technology and Interoperability
Standards) which defines “Analytics [as] the process of
developing actionable insights through problem definition and
the application of statistical models and analysis against
existing and/or simulated future data” [7].
Actionable insights shed the light on the importance of
action in analytics. Analytics’ results should go beyond
reporting or descriptions to opportunities and conclusions that
prompts users for action. That’s actually the main difference
between Analytics and Analysis, which are the most confused
concepts in this regard. Indeed, while “Analytics aim to
project the future based on past performance, analysis rather
presents a historical overview of past data” which is
equivalent to what descriptive or diagnostic analytics could
render [8]. An example of an actionable insight is the outcome
that goes with A/B testing initiatives of E-commerce websites
(such as Amazon or eBay) in which they test variations of
their websites in samples of users in order to analyze their
sentiments and reactions to the changes made.
The literature distinguishes four types of analytics [9]:
• Descriptive analytics: which answers questions such as:
what is happening? What is it about? What does it
mean? What are its attributes? About the data and
content being analyzed.
• Diagnostic analytics: are answers to the following
questions: why did it happen? What are the triggering
events? What are the preliminary conditions for each
context?
• Predictive analytics: are more focused about the future,
thus answering questions like: what is likely to
happen? What happened in similar situations
throughout the past? What could be the results of such
actions or decisions?
• Prescriptive analytics: come after predictive analytics
to discuss and suggest potential alternatives fix
problems or capitalize on opportunities. Questions
answered in prescriptive analytics include: what should
I do about it? What can I do prevent it? How can I best
exploit it?
The capital markets, and investment banks more
particularly, have been one of the first and most important
users of data analytics. That is not a surprising finding as the
field does not manufacture any physical product and data is
really its main asset [10]. In fact, statistics in 2016 have even
showed that the field is the number 1 consumer of data
services with a share of 13% of the global data analytics use
cases implemented [11], and that is because data is used and
generated tremendously every second of the day in this field,
and that analytics could definitely help making sense of data
that could never be processed exhaustively.
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In addition, the interest in Data Analytics within
investment banks is also the result of a tight conjuncture
which led to weak returns compared to earlier times. Indeed,
according to a study by Accenture, the financial sector and
capital markets more specifically, has witnessed since a few
years a stagnation of revenues given the fall of margins and
the rising complexity of regulations. Also, the Fixed Income,
Currencies and Commodities business, which has historically
filled the largest share of revenues, witnessed an important
share shrinking for the same reasons. Last, new bank
competitors have arisen, making the pressure on old banks
even tighter [1].
Data has therefore made it at the center of the banks’
analytics projects because it promises [12]:
• A better risk management: investment banking is the
sector where resources are heavily invested in risk
because the consequences of a bad risk assessment
could be devastating. The 2008 financial crisis and its
impact on the global economy is the best example to
illustrate the high importance of this business line. This
applies to all types of risks, whether it be related to [1]:
(1) Fraud detection: where big data could be leveraged
in order to identify patterns of fraudulent transactions
or atypical operations and alert the appropriate
personnel in order to investigate further. (2) Liquidity:
where analytics could be used to keep track of the
short- and long-term liquidity every time, assess the
impact of transactions on liquidity in real time and run
simulations and stress tests regularly in order to make
sure that the necessary funds for banks to function
correctly are always available. (3) Credit risk: where
internal data about clients and counterparties is
enriched with external data from the web, social media
and the news in order to get an exhaustive feel of their
financial situation and ensure that the hazards are well
managed and known if any.
• A pleased and Loyal Customer: this is where sentiment
analysis comes to play in order to better understand the
needs of the customers and address them correctly.
Thanks to all the data available in the web, including
the news, social media, research reports and corporate
websites, it is now possible to anticipate what the client
might or might not appreciate, and direct them to the
most suitable products (cross and up selling) at the
right time. This not only enables an improved customer
loyalty, but also makes attracting prospects a more
successful process.
• A secure ecosystem: Analytics enables a very large and
thorough monitoring where patterns of incidents and
problems are identified through machine learning
algorithms, thus making their handling and resolution a
much straightforward process.
Since it is usually very expensive to start collecting all
relevant data for the bank before making any use of it, all
organizations, whether they are in financial services or in
another industry, usually proceed in a different way.
Companies start by defining a business objective linked to a
strategic goal they want to reach thanks to analytics, and then

reverse the process to identify the data to capture in order to
achieve the goal. This specific application of data analytics is
what a use case refers to, and it is the most common approach
to address analytics as it offers a scope and a project
perspective to the data application and enables the association
of KPIs and governance that are very important to the
monitoring of data analytics initiatives.
Despite these promising benefits, there are unfortunately
fewer Analytics initiatives deployed in the capital markets
sector, and especially in investment banks. That is because the
challenge of finding interesting use cases is real, and the
technical complexity that comes along the execution of these
use cases is also more pronounced and different from the
challenges that could be faced in other environments. So, what
business problems could Data Analytics fix or optimize in
investment banks? And what problems could be faced when
implementing them?
In fact, based on the literature review of the use of
analytics in investment banking, it came out that a
brainstorming around business use cases of data analytics in
investment banking is actually missing. As much as there is a
lot of material when it comes to fields like retail banking,
insurance or even industry, there is significantly less work in
the investment banking sector given its business complexity
and specific characteristics.
The focus of the remainder of this section is to describe
data analytics use cases that can be of interest to investment
banks, based on a review of research papers, of data analytics
use cases worldwide as well as the authors’ professional
experience. These papers will be discussed following a
proposed classification, which puts each use case in one of the
7 categories described below (from A to G) and indicates
whether it is a deployed solution or is still the object of
ongoing research. The research papers included in this study
are the authors’ selection of the most relevant papers in each
category, based on the assessment of their added value
according to the authors’ financial expertise. Last, throughout
this section, both internal bank data and external economic
data will be proven to be equally important in implementing
data analytics in investment banks, and the methods and data
processing techniques that can be used to generate insight
from this data will also be discussed.
A. Prediction of Financial Market Patterns
The investment banking sector is very tied to market data
and economic indicators. It is based on this data that traders
and portfolio managers decide each day whether to buy or sell.
Therefore, predicting the market shifts and movements is a
very valuable information for the actors to anticipate their
investment strategies and act accordingly.
Predicting market patterns can be done based on the
history of transactions, current and historical market data as
well as indicators of the economic sector. The idea behind this
use case is to identify if the current scheme is somehow
similar to an old one in order to learn from the mistakes made
by then and make the most out of it. This use case can be
implemented by labeling the dataset based on sets of
conditions and feature engineering in order to output the
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knowledge needed. Then techniques like clustering to group
alike data together or game theory to evaluate how each
variable in the dataset influences the model positively or
negatively can be used [13].
Another method to predict the patterns of financial markets
is to build models which, based on input financial indicators,
predict values of the output ones. An example of this approach
is the article “Big Data Analytics for Financial Market
Volatility Forecast based on Support Vector Machine” [14]
which zooms on high frequency data or real time data, which
is data that is generated on a very high velocity. This type of
data has been proved to be very rich in terms of information,
but its treatment has always been difficult given the high
number of problems that must be fixed beforehand. In this
article, the focus was put on volatility as an important
indicator of high frequency data on financial markets, and it
suggests predicting the short-term volatility via a model of the
jump volatility. The technique used for this purpose is Support
Vector Machine. It takes eight input indicators in order to
model the price and predict the next day’s price, and thus its
short-term volatility. It also applies several kernel functions,
which happen to have different prediction results on different
markets.
On this category of use cases, JPMorgan Chase has been
able to deploy a NLP project for equity investing. Indeed, in
order to improve the research capabilities of their portfolio
managers on equity, JPMorgan launched a Natural Language
Processing project specialized on equity investing. The tool is
fed with news articles on equity markets and generates
insights on the data such as identifying enterprises which have
new products to launch or the ones currently in difficulty.
According to JPMorgan, the investments based on this tool
have outperformed those based on the NASDAQ50 index
[15].
B. Detection of Crisis Situations
Detecting crisis situations is technically a very similar use
case to the prediction of market patterns. Indeed, it just
focuses on a specific label of the data which is the crisis or the
most alarming ones. The how-to is therefore the same, and the
only difference consists in shedding light on the weak signals
only in order to anticipate any future challenges or problems
that may occur and set a backup plan in advance. This use
case can be particularly of interest to the risk teams who need
to anticipate and adjust their measures in case of problems or
disasters.
An example of use cases in crisis detection is the paper
“Monitoring Banking System Connectedness with Big Data”
[16], where the authors came up with a solution to model
connectedness between individual firms based on firm-level
information in order to ensure better supervision and
monitoring of financial stability since connectedness between
economic agents has become one of the most addressed topics
in the sector. The methodology applied for this purpose is a
decomposition of the outcome measure into multiple
components, and then a network construction based on
indicators of connectedness in the US banking system. The

first step is simply based on linear regression of CAPM
framework using the French-Fama model, and the second step
is about network construction and analysis. This latter is done
through many measures in order to provide the best insight
possible to the banking system stability state.
C. Client Risk Profiling
In portfolio management, there are two main inputs which
define how the investment strategy should be: The first is the
performance level wanted and the second is the risk appetite.
Determining how much risk the client is willing to take is yet
another challenging task that portfolio managers have to
realize. Indeed, a portfolio manager could find cases where a
client is unable to evaluate their risk appetite or one who
underestimates his willingness to take risks or vice versa.
For such problems, there are multiple solutions. Scoring
algorithms can be used which, based on questionnaires,
determine the weights and risk scores to assign to every
question and answer. An example of algorithms that does so is
the self-organizing map, which belongs to the artificial neural
network family and is based on unsupervised learning for
model training. Another solution to the risk profiling use case
is to apply classification models to the client data in order to
put them on a risk group based on a set of attributes. Here,
algorithms like KNN, Decision Trees or SVM can be used.
And last, clustering can also be used on the historical
transactions authorized by the client in order to actually find
out what other clients they are similar to and adjust their risk
profile accordingly [17].
One paper that addressed this topic in a different way is
“The value of big data for credit scoring: Enhancing financial
inclusion using mobile phone data and social network
analytics” [18]. This paper comes up with a new approach to
estimate credit scores, which is based on mobile call records
and social data. In fact, the paper suggests that the use of
mobile data just like social media data can have an interesting
impact on the clients' credit scores. The data is modeled as a
network where nodes represent people in the log. Labels as
well as other information are extracted from by using linkbased features as well as a personalized page rank. The
methodology is then evaluated statistically and economically.
In fact, the tests proved that the combination of call network
data with conventional data has given better results in credit
scoring. The data by itself (without conventional data) has
even rendered satisfying outputs. The paper claims that this
methodology is especially interesting in developing countries
where historical financial data is rare or inexistent. The only
limitation to this approach is the availability of data, especially
given the tight regulations in place in many developed
countries.
On this family of use cases, CitiBank has been able to
deploy a Credit-Sentiment Monitor from news media. This
tool, which name is CitiVelocity, is based on the news articles
published in Thomson Reuters. The objective behind such a
tool is to provide Citi staff with insights on the companies that
are mentioned positively and negatively in the press. This
information would then be used to evaluate indices of Credit
Default Swaps in which these companies are included [19].
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D. Product Recommendation for Clients and Prospects
Investments banks, at the opposite of retail banks, do not
have huge numbers of clients as the business is mainly B2B
(Business To Business), thus a thorough understanding of the
client needs and profile is required to maintain a good and
continuous relationship with the client, especially for the
senior bankers and the client relationship management team,
who represent the front interface of the bank with its clients.
For that, a 360º vision of the client is necessary. This latter
should be composed of the client history, which consists of all
client transactions and exchange logs with the bank, its risk
profile and its strategic orientations. These could be deduced
from the sentiment analysis of the client activity on their
website or social media accounts or its interaction with the
bank’s website.
Recommendation systems in such case are based on
collaborative filtering algorithms, and the model used could be
matrix factorization, neural matrix factorization or singular
value decomposition among others. The rationale behind is to
give an implicit score to all products for every client, such that
the higher the score, the higher are the chances that the client
will be satisfied from the recommendation [20].
The paper “an investment portfolio recommendation
system for individual e-commerce users” has come with a new
recommendation system implementation, where aside of the
investor’s risk preference, parameters such as gender,
education or location are taken into consideration. The system
is built based on the collaborative filtering algorithm and the
VaR (Value at Risk) method for risk measurement. The
particularity of the recommendation system used is based on
the rapprochement with the behavior of other e-commerce
investors with similar preferences [21].
Among investment banks, UBS has succeeded in
providing a free investment consulting service based on
recommendation engines. They implemented a tool called
SmartWealth based on machine-learning algorithms which is
meant to provide prospects with a free advisory service on
online investment in order to increase their chances of
becoming clients. In order to realize such a service, UBS asks
the client to answer a set of questions, and then the algorithm
assigns the client a risk segment and invests its money in an
adequate fund [22].
Goldman Sachs had also transformed its whole approach
of identifying investment opportunities for the clients based on
three aspects: (1) Momentum, where techniques of industry
sentiment are applied in order to identify correlations between
businesses in the same sector; (2) value, which takes into
consideration sector information in addition to financial data
in order to define the intrinsic value of the firm; and last (3)
profit, which concerns e-commerce companies and enables to
evaluate them based on the patterns of web traffic [23].
E. Client Satisfaction follow up
Client satisfaction is also an important brick of the bank
client relationship, but also a difficult one as it is not
straightforward to evaluate the client satisfaction from the
bank services. There are three main sources from which client
satisfaction could be inferred: the bank portal, where client

complaints are processed, emails and phone calls exchanged
with the client and their online posts and articles or interaction
with the bank’s social media accounts.
Determining whether the client feedback is positive or
negative is processed using machine learning and sentiment
analysis, where after cleaning the data extracted from the
identified sources, embedding is performed, then model
training is realized through algorithms like decision trees,
neural networks or naïve bayes among others. Such insights
could be of interest to all the bank departments, but to the
senior bankers more especially who can use the lessons learnt
from the client satisfaction measures to better approach them
and handle their inquiries.
The fanciest way to follow up on client satisfaction today
is to have chatbots. The role of the chatbot is to answer client
questions automatically or to log and route their complaints to
the relevant staff. The paper “AI-Based chatbot service for
financial industry” has suggested an approach based on
machine learning in order to automate the communication
between the bank and the client regarding product sales or
customer support, such that the robot agent keeps
accumulating knowledge throughout the process [23].
On the same application of chatbots, J.P.Morgan and
Morgan Stanley have all implemented chatbots for their
production environments. The beginning is not easy, but the
result is worth it. Indeed, thanks to conversational agents,
Morgan Stanley for instance, has been able to answer many of
the Research-related questions of their clients (analyst profile,
research coverage, etc) thanks to well-trained agents who
answer efficiently all the questions [25].
F. Simulation and Recommendation of Market Trades and
Investment Strategies
For their daily activities, traders and portfolio managers
are always handling the trade-off between their stock and the
changes in market data and economic indicators. Market data
being on movement in real time, it is just a matter of seconds
before a good buy is not anymore or the opposite. That is why,
the main struggle in such a use case is to constantly have at
hand data that is enriched by market data, transformed taking
into consideration all the market and economic changes and
customized by filtering the economic indicators that have an
impact on the positions on hand.
For that purpose, applications for real-time computations
of risk metrics, limits or price predictions are all interesting.
Machine learning models like K-means for clustering are a
good fit to select assets while taking portfolio diversification
into consideration. Reinforced learning or deep learning can
also be used to control the dynamics of the system in an
optimized way [26]. Last, recommendation systems can be
applied, such that based on historical transactions, returns and
economic factors, recommendations of new operations can be
made based on techniques like matrix factorization [27]. A
paper that has also worked on the topic is “An equity fund
recommendation system by combining transfer learning and
the utility function of the prospect theory”. Actual transaction
data is used to test the technique suggested, and the result is to
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answer the main question “what to buy?” given inputs of the
operations and the market [28].
On the side of investment banks, MAN Group has also
used artificial intelligence algorithms in order to define the
best investment strategies on her AI-Managed funds. Based on
millions of data points including transactional data, the tool
developed by MAN identifies patterns to improve and adapt to
the market changes. According to Bloomberg, this algorithm
is behind more than 50% of MAN profit on its biggest funds
[29].
G. Optimization of Internal and Support Processes
Finally, besides all the benefits that the main business lines
can realize, the support functions can also make huge gains
out of business analytics. Audit and Internal Control
departments can get their controls automated, IT can have
their system and technical incidents and problems
automatically detected and resolved, and compliance and legal
teams can make use of better fraud detection models among
others. And for this family of use cases, all kinds of
techniques could be used depending on the problem at hand.
One paper that handled a similar use case is “Automatic
Detection of Relationships between Banking Operations using
Machine Learning” [30], which solved the problem of
matching operations in different systems. In fact, because
there are different contexts in which the banks make use of the
TABLE I.

same operation (such as accounting, risk, internal control),
banks end up having the same operation in different formats in
multiple systems, and it is impossible for humans to figure out
which transactions actually point out to the same operation.
The contribution of this article is therefore a framework that
enables operation matching thanks to machine learning
mechanisms. The framework proposed is divided into 4
stages: Stage 1 is pre-processing, which consists of preparing
the data from the data lake by selecting candidate operations,
identifying possible records, merging and filtering. Stage 2 is
machine learning based on ANN algorithms, and stage 3 is
post-processing where a summary and combination of all
results of the classifiers is performed in order to generate an
exhaustive report of all matching operations. In order to test
this framework, the authors applied it to 3 different scenarios,
and they all ended up with at least 99,58% accuracy.
BNP Paribas Securities Services automatic trade matcher
is definitely one of the best illustrations of this use cases’
category. In fact, BNP Paribas built a tool named Smart
Chaser in order to match trades between the Clients and
Brokers. The tool, based on predictive analysis, has allowed
BNP Paribas to identify patterns of mismatches in order to
avoid them beforehand, thus reducing manual intervention on
the trades [31].
Table I summarizes all the research and enterprise use
cases discussed within this paper:

DATA ANALYTICS USE CASES IN INVESTMENT BANKS

Use Case

Problem

Technique Used

In production or
ongoing research?

Big data analytics for financial Market volatility
forecast based on support vector machine [14]

Analytics on highfrequency data

Support Vector Machine

Ongoing research

NLP project for equity investing – JP Morgan Chase
[15]

Research in equity
investing

Natural Language
Processing

In production

Monitoring Banking System Connectedness with Big
Data [16]
The value of big data for credit scoring: Enhancing
financial inclusion using mobile phone data and
social network analytics [18]

Monitoring of firm
connectedness

Linear Regression and
Network Construction

Ongoing research

Credit scores’ estimation

Network modeling

Ongoing research

CitiVelocity – CitiBank [19]

Credit-sentiment monitor
from news media

Sentiment Analysis

In production

An investment portfolio recommendation system for
individual e-commerce users [20]

Investment portfolio
recommendation

Collaborative filtering
algorithm

Ongoing research

SmartWealth – UBS [22]

Product recommendation
for prospects

Machine learning
algorithm

In production

Investment opportunities approach – Goldman Sachs
[23]

Investment opportunities
definition for clients

Sentiment Analysis

In production

Client satisfaction
follow-up

AI-Based chatbot service for financial industry [24]

Customer support

Machine Learning

Ongoing research

Conversational agents – Morgan Stanley [25]

Client research questions

Machine Learning

In production

Simulation and
Recommendation of
market trades and
investment
strategies

An equity fund recommendation system by
combining transfer learning and the utility function of
the prospect theory [28]

Asset recommendation

Transfer Learning and
Utility Function

Ongoing research

AI-Managed funds – MAN Group [29]

Fund management

Artificial Intelligence

In production

Automatic Detection of Relationships between
Banking Operations using Machine Learning [30]

Operation matching in
different systems

Machine learning (ANN
algorithms)

Ongoing research

Smart Chaser – BNP Paribas Securities Services [31]

Automatic trade
matching

Predictive analysis

In production

Use Case Family
Prediction of
financial market
patterns
Detection of crisis
situations

Client risk profiling

Product
recommendation for
clients and
prospects

Optimization of
internal and support
processes
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Based on this summary, the most important dimensions for
an investment bank transformation emerge and structure the
business and strategic objectives behind the data analytics. In
fact, from a high-level perspective, one can isolate the external
environment from the internal one within the bank; and within
each environment, another detailed partitioning can be made.
On one hand, the external environment includes market and
economic data in addition to client information, whether it be
their financial results or their perception of their relationship
with the bank. On the other hand, in the internal environment
side, one can distinguish between three main components: the
product, the transaction and the risk metrics. All these
dimensions combined give a 360° view of the investment
bank’s processes and enable a transformation impacting all the
key factors. It is then up to each bank and depending on its
context and pain points that the focus can be put on one or
some of the use case families instead of all of them.
This being said, data today has become the backbone of all
innovative and successful banking projects and the key
element in order to take advantage of any of the use cases
previously mentioned is to switch the whole decision-making
process to one that is based primarily on figures and facts
generated through analytics. As such, information technology
projects within the bank should be strategically aligned with
the business objectives, and all means and technological
capabilities to achieve this cross-disciplinary cooperation
should be deployed. In other words, the turning point for
investment banks would rather be to transform to data-driven
enterprises where data lies at the core of any process and is the
most crucial factor in all business choices. This transformation
is the only genuine change that can guarantee that all data
sources, whether they are structured or unstructured, are being
used and combined in order to create rich and insightful input
data, and that analytics are achieving the best possible outputs
in a timely manner through very fast and efficient data
processing. However, this transformation does not come easily
as there are various challenges to overcome, some of which
will be discussed briefly in the next section.
IV. CHALLENGES OF BECOMING A DATA-DRIVEN
INVESTMENT BANK
A. Use Case Prioritization
One of the first challenges investment banks face when
starting analytics use cases is how to prioritize them. In fact,
as illustrated by the use cases listed in the above section, there
are so many inter-dependencies between the use cases because
they mostly rely on the same data: a mix of internal deals and
operations with market and economic data. Thus, deciding on
what use cases should go first is not only a matter of business
priorities but also a matter of technical constraints, mainly
related to data availability.
B. Data Availability
This first point leads to the second concern of data
analytics projects in the field, which is ensuring that all data is
accessible. In fact, all the magic of analytics in capital markets
lies in the correct combination of internal and external data,
which is not always available in internal databases, and is
rather found in data providers’ platforms, social networks and

websites of regulatory entities, ministries, national agencies
and clients.
C. Cloud Integration
Besides, given the large amounts of data investment banks
may end up processing due to the broad scope of external data
needed for analytics, the nature of the data repository / data
lake used can also be a difficult decision to make, and one that
significantly impacts the long-run and cost of the analytics
initiatives. There is an important trade-off to make between
the strict regulations on investment banking and data
confidentiality they require, and the big data volumes to
process, in which a big chunk is mainly public and already
available to everyone on the net.
D. Data Architecture
Another problem to consider is the technical and
technological architecture of the environment hosting data
analytics use cases. In fact, the peculiarity of the external data
needed for investment banks is that it is mostly presented in
numerous files (pdf, word or excel) of small or medium sizes,
since every publication comes in a separate document. The
block storage, that is mostly used in data analytics in all other
domains, is not necessarily the best or most straightforward
option as it is not initially designed for the storage of small
files.
E. Event Sourcing
Last, when it comes to internal data, reproducing and
replaying historical events is a must for analytics projects.
However, the investment banks mostly rely in their IT
departments on vendor software which are developed based on
architectures that do not enable such options. Therefore, in
order to get the most out of internal data too, a lot of work has
to be done on the data within the IT systems in order to
transform it to fit into an event-driven architecture, which is
the only architecture that can answer all the analytics needs.
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes why, now more than ever, launching
analytics initiatives is important in investment banks. It
presents also use cases that could be of interest to them and
the processing techniques used by these use cases. It is meant
to be a first-hand guideline for investment banks that are
willing to engage in the process of data-driven transformation,
and raises the challenges and problems they might face in this
process, especially in terms of use case prioritization, data
availability, cloud integration, data architecture and event
sourcing.
As a future work, a deeper investigation of investment
banks’ data driven transformation will be performed by
shedding light on its principles and key aspects and proposing
solutions to the different challenges raised in order to
complete the guideline. On the challenges’ part, a special
attention will be given to use case prioritization as it should
serve all types of investment banks (those who are willing to
transform to data-driven enterprises or those who are just
looking for data analytics use cases to implement). This will
be done by defining the most significant criteria to consider in
this process depending on the bank’s profile and strategic
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orientations and building a model to sort the different
alternatives accordingly.
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